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Week 3  T4- GRADE 6 WEEKLY PLANNER - 6A, 6JC and 6HK 2021
This timetable is flexible and can be adapted to suit your needs. All resources can be accessed through Google Classroom. Please email the teachers if

you have any questions.

MONDAY
Date: 18/10/2021

TUESDAY
Date: 19/10/2021

WEDNESDAY
Date: 20/10/2021

THURSDAY
Date: 21/10/2021

FRIDAY
Date: 22/10/2021

9
:
1
5
a
m

Join Morning Google Meets
Year 6  at 9:15 for your
individual classes -
Meditation/Prayer Online
6A
6JC
6HK

Grade 6- Google Classroom
Teachers available via email (9-11)

Join Morning Google Meets Year
6  at 9:15 for your individual
classes - Meditation/Prayer
Online
6A
6JC
6HK

Grade 6- Google Classroom
Teachers available via email (9-11)

Join Morning Google Meets Year
6  at 9:00am for your individual
classes - Meditation/Prayer
Online
6A
6JC
6HK
Grade 6 - Google Classroom
Teachers available via email (9-11)

Join Morning Google Meets
Year 6  at 9:15 for your
individual classes -
Meditation/Prayer Online
6A
6JC
6HK
Grade 6 - Google Classroom
Teachers available via email (9-11)

Join Morning Google Meets
Year 6  at 9:15 for your
individual classes -
Meditation/Prayer Online
6A
6JC
6HK
Grade 6 - Google Classroom
Teachers available via email (9-11)

9
:
3
0
a
m

Reading - Reading a
Persuasive Text

Read the article about
‘Keeping Animals Safe.’

After reading the article
answers the questions
below.

What text type is this
and how do you know?

Is the author for or
against the topic? How
do you know?

What reasons does the
author give to support
his opinion?

Religion -  Mary the Faithful
Disciple

What do you know about Mary
the mother of Jesus?

What role did God give to
Mary?

Why do you think Mary was
chosen to be the mother of
Jesus?

Mary was a faithful disciple and
said yes to God.  What does
this mean?

Reading - Reading a Persuasive
Text

Television is Educational

What is the topic of this
text?

Is the author for or
against this topic?

What reasons does the
author give to support
their opinion?

Who could the author be
writing this text to?

What persuasive/emotive
words does the author
use to persuade the
reader?

OFFLINE PACK

DAILY MASS READINGS AND REFLECTION

HTTPS://CATHOLIC-DAILY-REFLECTIONS.CO

M/

Read Thursday’s Mass
reflection on the website
above. Write a reflection on
this reading for Thursday.

Zoom Link

MATHS-

Maths Sheets from Wally

Students will need to read
and analyse the graphs to
answer questions listed
below.
Do pages 4, 5 & 6

https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://catholic-daily-reflections.com/
https://catholic-daily-reflections.com/
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Reading - Reading a
Persuasive Text

Read the article about
‘Keeping Animals Safe.’

After reading the article
answers the questions
below.

What text type is this
and how do you know?

Is the author for or
against the topic? How
do you know?

What reasons does the
author give to support
his opinion?

Religion -  Mary the Faithful
Disciple

What do you know about Mary
the mother of Jesus?

What role did God give to
Mary?

Why do you think Mary was
chosen to be the mother of
Jesus?

Mary was a faithful disciple and
said yes to God.  What does
this mean?

Reading - Reading a Persuasive
Text

Television is Educational

What is the topic of this
text?

Is the author for or
against this topic?

What reasons does the
author give to support
their opinion?

Who could the author be
writing this text to?

What persuasive/emotive
words does the author
use to persuade the
reader?

OFFLINE PACK

DAILY MASS READINGS AND REFLECTION

HTTPS://CATHOLIC-DAILY-REFLECTIONS.CO

M/

Read Thursday’s Mass
reflection on the website
above. Write a reflection on
this reading for Thursday.

Zoom Link

MATHS-

Maths Sheets from Wally

Students will need to read
and analyse the graphs to
answer questions listed
below.
Do pages 4, 5 & 6

https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gnnny3lkmp
https://meet.google.com/lookup/czerhqcke4
https://meet.google.com/lookup/ewmthee35h
https://catholic-daily-reflections.com/
https://catholic-daily-reflections.com/


Who do you think the
audience of this letter
is?

List two reasons that
support the author’s
second argument that
the amount of noise and
music played at circuses
in distressing for
animals.

(Kids with a remote pack,
there will be a Nike ad printed
for you)

1
0
:
1
0
a
m

WRITING - Persuasive
Writing

Brainstorming Ideas and
Reasons

Topic: Books are better than
TV

In this activity, you will be
brainstorming different
ideas as to why books
are/aren’t better than TV.
You need to choose a side -
For or Against for this topic.
Below you will be writing
down your ideas.

Choose a side. Brainstorm

10 reasons why you think

this. Make sure they are

exciting reasons!

READING
Reading a Persuasive Text

Should Children Be Allowed to
Have Pets?

What text type is this and
how do you know?

What is the purpose of the
title for the text?

What are the author’s three
arguments for children being
allowed to own pets?

What are the author’s three
arguments against children
being allowed to own pets?

What words or phrases did
the author use to introduce
each paragraph?

WRITING -
Persuasive Writing

Brainstorming Ideas and
Reasons

Topic: Remote learning
should replace face to face
teaching.

In this activity, you will be
brainstorming different ideas
whether Remote Learning
should replace face to face
learning. You need to choose a
side - For or Against for this
topic. Below you will be
writing down your ideas.

Choose a side. Brainstorm 10

reasons why you think this.

Make sure they are exciting

reasons!

PERSONAL LEARNING TIME:
Choose from the following:

● Catch up on tasks from
any subject Specialists
included

● Finish off Writing Tasks
from this week -
brochure

● Practise Number Facts
(Sunset Maths)

● Complete My
Numeracy Tasks

● Creative Writing

Religion
Religion -

What is the Rosary?
Who do we pray the Rosary
to?
What are the prayers we
say?

Find a quiet space today to
reflect on the prayers that
are said during when saying
the Rosary and quietly say
some of those prayers.

Your teacher will upload the
document to use.
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Prayer & eat lunch Prayer & eat lunch Prayer & eat lunch Prayer & eat lunch Prayer & eat lunch

1
1
:
1
5
a
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Lunch Break- Play a Board
Game, Read a Book, Play

outside.

Lunch Break- Play a Board
Game, Read a Book, Play

outside.

Lunch Break- Play a Board
Game, Read a Book, Play

outside.

Lunch Break- Play a Board Game,
Read a Book, Play outside.

Lunch Break- Play a Board Game,
Read a Book, Play outside.
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2
:
0
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p
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MATHS GROUPS at 12PM
SHARP

Group 1 - Mr A Google Meet
Group 2 - Mrs Kennedy
Group 3 - Miss Cablao
Home Pack - Money (Essential

Group 1
Integers/ Directed Number
Magnitude and direction

1) Opposite to
2) Negative or Positive
3) Number line
4) Law For Addition &

Subtraction

MATHS GROUPS at 12PM SHARP

Group 1 - Mr A
Group 2 - Mrs Kennedy
Group 3 - Miss Cablao
Home Pack - Money Targeting
Maths
Group 1
Integers/ Directed Number
Laws for Multiplication &
Division
Summary of combinations:
Pos. & Pos.= Positive
Pos. & Neg.= Neg
Neg. & Pos.= Neg.
Neg. & Neg.= Pos

Maths - Data and
Representation

Types of Graphs

Maths Sheets from Wally

Students will need to read and
analyse the graphs to answer
questions listed below.
Do pages 1, 2 & 3

Grade 6 - Google Classroom
Teachers and Specialist
Teachers available via email
(12-2)

Use approximately 30-40mins
(for each subject) to work on
tasks set by your specialist
teacher. Everything is
uploaded to Google
Classroom.

ART-
Activities from Mrs Hickey

CHINESE-
Activities from Miss Sun

MUSIC -
Activities from Mr O’Bree

P.E -
Activities from Mr Herrera

DIGITAL TECH -
Activities from Ms Faraj

Reading - Reading a
Persuasive Text

Homework! Yes or No?

Read the attached text and
then give your opinion for
and against.

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MzgwNzAyNDAyMDk2
https://classroom.google.com/c/MzgwNzAyNDAyMDk2?cjc=6zcpbvr
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MzQ5OTQyMzkwMzcx
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MzgwNzAyNDAyMTM4
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MzgwNzAyNDAyMDk2
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MzQ5OTQyMzkwMzcx
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MzgwNzAyNDAyMTM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrTB5JSQPqY
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SCREEN BREAK
Play a non digital Maths game/
or Card or Board Game.

SCREEN BREAK
Play a non digital Maths game/
or Card or Board Game.

SCREEN BREAK
Play a non digital Maths game/
or Card or Board Game.

SCREEN BREAK
Play a non digital Maths
game/ or Card or Board Game.

SCREEN BREAK
Play a non digital Maths
game/ or Card or Board Game.
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:
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p
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Inquiry - Economics
Lesson 3- Shopping List

Students are given a budget
of $300 and are asked to go
on shopping online to buy
food for their family for 5
days.
This budget will include
breakfast, lunch, dinner,
snacks and drinks

What would you do if your
budget was only $200?

Students are given a
template of a receipt that
they need to fill in using the
coles catalogue.

WRITING -  Persuasive
Writing

Brainstorming Ideas and
Reasons

Topic: Boys have it easier than
girls

In this activity, you will be
brainstorming different ideas
as to why boys have it easier
than girls or girls have it easier
than boys. You need to choose a
side - For or Against for this
topic. Below you will be writing
down your ideas.

Inquiry - Economics

Lesson 4- Shopping List

Students are given a budget of
$600 for two weeks worth of
grocery shopping and are
asked to go on shopping
online to buy food for their
family for 10 days.
This budget will include
breakfast, lunch, dinner,
snacks and drinks

What would you do if your
budget was only $400?

Would you spend all of your
budget on food? Why/Why
not?
What would you do with the
money that was left over?

Teachers and Specialist
Teachers available via email
(12-2)

Use approximately 30-40mins
(for each subject) to work on
tasks set by your specialist
teacher. Everything is
uploaded to Google
Classroom.

ART-
Activities from Mrs Hickey

CHINESE-
Activities from Miss Sun

MUSIC -
Activities from Mr O’Bree

P.E -
Activities from Mr Herrera

PERSONAL LEARNING TIME:
Choose from the following:

● Catch up on tasks from
any subject - Specialists
included

● Finish off Writing Tasks
from this week

● Practise Number Facts
(Sunset Maths)

● Complete My
Numeracy Tasks

● Creative Writing

https://shop.coles.com.au/a/national/home
https://shop.coles.com.au/a/national/home


Choose a side. Brainstorm 10

reasons why you think this.

Make sure they are exciting

reasons!

Students are given a template
of a receipt that they need to
fill in using the coles
catalogue.
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:
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Snack Break Snack Break Snack Break Snack Break Snack Break
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Brain Break/ Wellbeing

Kind Words

What does the word kind
mean?
What kind words have you
said to other people?
What kind words have
other people said to you?
What kind words have you
heard other people tell
each other?

Create a list of kind
words.
Use the kind list words to
create a poster.

Remember to submit your
poster when finished

Exercise -  Find a quiet
space:

Today you are going to do
some exercises. Find a space to
do the follow activities:
10 star jumps
10 push ups
10 squats
10 jumps bringing your knees
up
10 skips on the spot

Repeat twice

Positivity: Togetherness

When was the last time you
played a card game or board
game with a family member or
friend?

What is your favourite board
game?
What is your favourite card
game?

Play a game with someone at
home today.  Enjoy and have
fun.

Wellbeing - Mindful
colouring in

Get an A4 piece of paper
and draw a picture, shapes,
lines or any design you like.
When you have finished the
picture outline it with a
texta and then colour in it.
Remember to upload you
picture when you have
finished

Wellbeing - Feel Good
Friday

Reflect back on this week
and think of 5 things that
have happened that have
made you happy.

https://shop.coles.com.au/a/national/home
https://shop.coles.com.au/a/national/home
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Pack up for the Day and Get
Ready for your afternoon
Routine. Don’t forget to
post your work on Google
Classroom.

Pack up for the Day and Get
Ready for your afternoon
Routine. Don’t forget to post
your work on Google
Classroom.

Pack up for the Day and Get
Ready for your afternoon
Routine. Don’t forget to post
your work on Google
Classroom.

Pack up for the Day and
Get Ready for your
afternoon Routine. Don’t
forget to post your work on
Google Classroom.

Pack up for the Day and Get
Ready for your afternoon
Routine. Don’t forget to
post your work on Google
Classroom.
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:
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Money - Tuesday 5th Oct

How many different ways can you make:

$1.50

$2.50

$5.50

$20



SHOPPING



Name:__________________________  Class: ____________________ Date:_______________________ 
 
Translate the following sentences and put the correct food in the box.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Translate: ______________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Translate: ______________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Translate: ______________________________________ 
 

 

 

wǒ bù xǐ huān chī jī ròu. 
 
wǒ xǐ huān chī niú ròu. 

 

wǒ bù xǐ huān chī zhū 
ròu. 
 
wǒ xǐ huān chī jī ròu. 

 

wǒ bù xǐ huān chī jī ròu. 
 
wǒ xǐ huān chī zhū ròu. 















Mary the Faithful Disciple
What do you know about Mary the mother of Jesus?

What role did God give to Mary?

Why do you think Mary was chosen to be the mother of Jesus?

Mary was a faithful disciple and said yes to God.  What does this mean?



Name:__________________________  Class: ____________________ Date:_______________________ 
 
Translate the following sentences and put the correct food in the box.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Translate: ______________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Translate: ______________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Translate: ______________________________________ 
 

 

 

wǒ bù xǐ huān chī jī ròu. 
 
wǒ xǐ huān chī niú ròu. 

 

wǒ bù xǐ huān chī zhū 
ròu. 
 
wǒ xǐ huān chī jī ròu. 

 

wǒ bù xǐ huān chī jī ròu. 
 
wǒ xǐ huān chī zhū ròu. 



Music Term 4 Week 3
Gr. 3-6

Ging Gang Gooli

Listen to and sing along to this fun song ‘Ging Gang Gooli’.

Watch my video on Dojo for actions to go with it.

Ging Gang Goolee, Goolee, Goolee, Goolee Watcha

Ging Gang Goo Ging Gang Goo

Ging Gang Goolee, Goolee, Goolee, Goolee Watcha

Ging Gang Goo Ging Gang Goo

Hayla, Hayla Shayla, Hayla Shayla Hayla Ho-o-o!

Hayla, Hayla Shayla Hayla Shayla Hayla Ho-o-o!

Shalawally shallaway shalawally shalawally!

Oompah, Oompah, Oompah, Oompah!

Answer these questions:

● What is its speed: __________BPM (use the

metronome)

● Tell me which Italian music word describes

the song’s tempo.  ________________

● Some parts of the song are sung slow and

some sung fast. Which words are sung fast?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ssnzq6CgGZY&t=73s


Books are Better

than TV

In this activity, you will be brainstorming different ideas

as to why books are/aren’t better than TV. You need to

choose a side - For or Against for this topic. Below you

will be writing down your ideas.

Choose a side. Brainstorm 10 reasons why you think this. Make sure they are exciting

reasons!

FOR
Books are Better than TV

AGAINST
TV is better than Books

E.g. Books are light and portable. You can
take them on the train, to the beach, on the
plane.

E.g. TV is the better option when you want
to relax and be entertained.
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Ging Gang Gooli

Listen to and sing along to this fun song ‘Ging Gang Gooli’.
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Hayla, Hayla Shayla, Hayla Shayla Hayla Ho-o-o!

Hayla, Hayla Shayla Hayla Shayla Hayla Ho-o-o!

Shalawally shallaway shalawally shalawally!

Oompah, Oompah, Oompah, Oompah!

Answer these questions:

● What is its speed: __________BPM (use the

metronome)

● Tell me which Italian music word describes

the song’s tempo.  ________________

● Some parts of the song are sung slow and

some sung fast. Which words are sung fast?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ssnzq6CgGZY&t=73s


Music Term 4 Week 3
Gr. 3-6



Homework! Yes or No?

NO

I am in Grade 6 and I don’t think students should get homework because they work all day at

school and come home and have to do more work!

Also it creates homework for teachers because they have to go home and correct it.

Another reason is that mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters and friends might have to help you

with your homework, so they have extra homework as well.

As you can see, homework is unfair to many people. Students are too young to have such

trouble.  They should be able to play without worrying about homework.

YES

I know it can be annoying to have homework when you feel like relaxing when you get home,

but what about your future?  Do you want to get a good job? Do you want to go to university?

Home does three good things;

1. It gets you into the habit of studying, so it becomes a normal part of your life.  The more

you do the easier it becomes.

2. It revises the work you have already done in school so you will remember it better.

3. There are so many things happening in schools that sometimes you might miss out on

finishing work, so homework gives you a good chance to catch up on that work.

Give your opinions for and against homework

I think homework should be given
because:
1.
2.
3.

I think homework should not be
given because:
1.
2.
3.



Keeping Our Animals Safe
If you want to listen to this text click these links here. Read along while hearing the text being
read to you ->
Part 1:https://mote.fyi/g7etnnr
Part 2: https://mote.fyi/x46stsv

https://mote.fyi/g7etnnr
https://mote.fyi/x46stsv


Answer the following questions below about this Persuasive text:

What text type is this and how do you know?

Is the author for or against the topic? How do you know?

What reasons does the author give to support his opinion?

Who do you think the audience of this letter is?

List two reasons that support the author’s second argument that the
amount of noise and music played at circuses in distressing for animals.



Mary- The R�ary
The Rosary is a Catholic form of prayer  using beads. It is a cycle of repeated formal

prayers, such as the Lord's Prayer and the Hail Mary, done while thinking about

important events in the lives of Jesus and Mary. This is called "saying the Rosary" or

"praying the Rosary." A rosary can also be the series of joined beads that a person holds

while saying these prayers.

Below are the prayers that are said when praying the Rosary.
Find a quiet space today to reflect and say some of these prayers.

What is the Rosary?
Who do we pray the Rosary to?
What are the prayers we say?

The Apostles' Creed
I believe in God,
the Father almighty,
Creator of heaven and earth,
and in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord,
who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary,
suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died and was buried;
he descended into hell;
on the third day he rose again from the dead;
he ascended into heaven,
and is seated at the right hand of God the Father almighty;
from there he will come to judge the living and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the holy catholic Church,
the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins,
the resurrection of the body,
and life everlasting.
Amen.

The Our Father
Our Father, who art in heaven,
hallowed be thy name;

https://kids.kiddle.co/Lord%27s_Prayer
https://kids.kiddle.co/Hail_Mary


thy kingdom come;
thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread;
and forgive us our trespasses
as we forgive those who trespass
against us;
and lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil.
Amen

The Hail Mary
Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with you;
blessed are you among women,
and blessed is the fruit of your womb, Jesus.
Holy Mary, Mother of God,
pray for us sinners
now and at the hour of our death.
Amen.

The Glory Be
Glory be to the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit;as it was in the beginning, is now,
and ever shall be,
world without end.
Amen.

The Hail Holy Queen
Hail, holy Queen, mother of mercy,
our life, our sweetness, and our hope.
To you we cry, poor banished children of Eve;
to you we send up our sighs,
mourning and weeping in this valley of tears.
Turn, then, most gracious advocate,
your eyes of mercy toward us;
and after this, our exile,
show unto us the blessed fruit of your womb, Jesus.
O clement, O loving, O sweet Virgin Mary.



Tuesday Maths Week 3

How many different ways can you make:

$1.50

$2.50

$5.50

$20

Finding a Fraction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AL0-0f9azNo


Toy Sale

Bear = $10 Bike = $100 Skateboard =
$30

Lawn mower =
$8

The toy story is having a toy sale and there is 10%, 25% or 50% of all items.
How much would you pay if:

Bear = $10

The Bear has a
50% discount

How much will I
pay?

Bike = $100

The bike has a
25% discount

How much will I
pay?

Skateboard =
$30

The skateboard
has a 50%
discount

How much will I
pay?

Lawn mower =
$8

The lawnmower
has a 10%
discount

How much will I
pay?



Boys have it Easier than
Girls

In this activity, you will be brainstorming different

ideas as to why boys have it easier than girls or girls

have it easier than boys. You need to choose a side - For

or Against for this topic. Below you will be writing

down your ideas.

Choose a side. Brainstorm 10 reasons why you think this. Make sure they are exciting

reasons!

FOR
Boys have it easier than girls

AGAINST
Girls have it easier than boys

E.g. During puberty, girls go through more
changes than boys that are more
uncomfortable (e.g. menstrual cycle)

1.

E.g. Girls are always favoured in places in the
classroom as they are seen as ‘more behaved’

1.



Should children be allowed TO
own pets?

If you want to listen to this text click these links here. Read along while hearing the text being
read to you ->



Answer the following questions below about this Persuasive text:

What text type is this and how do you know?

What is the purpose of the title for the text?

What are the author’s three arguments for children being allowed to own
pets?

What are the author’s three arguments against children being allowed to
own pets?

What words or phrases did the author use to introduce each paragraph?



Remote Learning should Replace Face to
Face Learning

In this activity, you will be brainstorming different ideas whether Remote Learning should

replace face to face learning. You need to choose a side - For or Against for this topic. Below you

will be writing down your ideas.

Choose a side. Brainstorm 10 reasons why you think this. Make sure they are exciting

reasons!

FOR
Remote Learning should

replace face to face learning

AGAINST
Face to Face learning is

better than remote learning

E.g. You are able to learn at the comfort of
your own home.

1.

E.g. You can ask questions to your teacher
directly and receive instant feedback

1.



Week 3 Physical Education TASK
Grade 3 & 6 Remote Learning

Hello 3-6 students, parents and carers,

Here are WEEK 3 activities, students can access the websites using a device. Some activities

require sports equipment, use something from around the house that would do the same job as

the sports equipment. You need a small space to do most of these activities, if you have

outdoor space then use that.

STUDENTS:

If you don’t have access to a digital device or internet, go for a bike ride, walk,

little jog, kick to kick with siblings or adults (if weather permits).

Please do these activities or get outside and get active with siblings or adults.

(If weather permits).

Remember to HAND IN your work by posting a picture on Google Classroom and

answering the two questions for the main activity. (Class Dojo for Grade 3 students).

Students and Parents, please don’t hesitate to contact me for any help or support on:

heribert.herrera@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au

Warm-Up 5 Minutes
I’m learning to warm-
up correctly.

●

Learning Intention:
I’m learning to warm-
up correctly.

Equipment:
● Water Bottle
● Yoga mat (if you have one)
● Space to exercise

Warm Up Video:
Link: Work-up with Mr H

mailto:heribert.herrera@hestalbanssth.catholic.edu.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dxSA1JD47U&t=4s


Warm up with Mr. Herrera

Activity or Skill
Yoga Sessions
Learning Intention:

● I’m learning to
push myself
and see how fit
I am during this
yoga session.

ACTIVITY
Link: Feel Good Fit Flow Yoga with Lucy | The Body Coach TV

Warm-Down

Learning Intention:
● I’m learning to

stretch correctly
after my main
activity.

Warm down for 5 to 10 minutes:
Link:Here's a STRETCHING routine you can use in any PE
lesson + learn the muscles (part 1)

Stay Safe and take care of your family.

Mr. Herrera Physical Education Teacher.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H-GAIEhaB8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb_1UpkM7Fk&t=74s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb_1UpkM7Fk&t=74s


Ye�r 3- 6, Ter� 4 We�k 3: DI����L �E�H����G�: e-Saf���
1. Wat�� t�e ��d�o ���u� Cy�e�s���t F��e��r - Tak� up ��� c���le���! Be s���t ��o�� s���in� �h���s ���in�.
h��p�://vi���.co�/227210174

2. Dis���s t�e ��r�o�� ��r�� f�o� t�� ��de� ���h �o�� pa���t� �� f�i��d�

3. Com���t� t�e ��r��h�e� S��r�/Pos�/Del���



                                                       GRADES 5 and 6 

                                            Visual Arts Term 4 Week 3 
 
Learning Intentions:  
This week you are going to draw money in 3D, you might have 
saved for a special event or a celebration such as Christmas or a 
Birthday. 
People around the world start saving money to buy gifts for an 
occasion, travel to visit relatives, organize parties or give to charities 
etc. 
How observant are you? 
See if you can copy this money or create and draw your own 
money with your name or initial on it. If you like you can colour 
the coins and the notes. 
 

 



Television is Educational

If you want to listen to this text click these links here. Read along while hearing the text being
read to you ->
Part 1 - https://mote.fyi/fq6q8a3
Part 2 - https://mote.fyi/w2s5vkc

https://mote.fyi/fq6q8a3
https://mote.fyi/w2s5vkc


Answer the following questions below about this Persuasive text:

What is the topic of this text?

Is the author for or against this topic?

What reasons does the author give to support their opinion?

Who could the author be writing this text to?

What persuasive/emotive words does the author use to persuade the
reader?


